LT53JCS Bay of Islands - Hole in the Rock Cruise
Offering an exhilarating experience as you blast to the Hole in the Rock within a return time of 1.5 hours. Ocean Adventure offers the perfect balance of exploration and exhilaration as you fast track your journey through the iconic scenery of the Bay of Islands. Visiting the Cape Brett Peninsula and the iconic Hole in the Rock, entering the amazing Cathedral Cave if conditions permit, with state of the art suspension seating for a safe and comfortable ride on this ultra-modern vessel.

Tour Price
per adult  per child  Tour Duration 2 hours.

LT53LCS Bay of Islands - Discover the Bay Cruise
The famous Hole in the Rock Cruise, travelling on a biofuel-powered yellow and black Dolphin Discovery catamaran, designed for comfort, with an abundance of indoor and outdoor seating. Encounter diverse wildlife in their natural surroundings. Stop off at Otehei Bay on Urupukapuka Island to have a swim or go for a walk. Enjoy a delicious picnic lunch. Also visit the Conservation Centre and learn about the efforts with island conservation.  Tour Duration 4.5 hours.

Tour Price
per adult  per child

LT51ACS Bay of Island -Small Group Sightseeing Tour
A small group Bay of Islands tour commencing at 10.30 from the Waitangi Wharf where the cruise ships tenders bring you to shore. First stop is at the Haruru Falls, a breathtaking waterfall in a horseshoe shape - very rare and quite spectacular. A short drive then to the township of Kerikeri with its rich and colourful history. Stop to see the “The Stone Store” New Zealand’s oldest building, the adjacent “Kemp House” and visit nearby Makana Chocolates. Heading inland we stop at the “Te Waimate Mission House”, built in 1832. The next stop is Kawakawa, unique in that the railway runs up the middle of the road. On the return you have the option of being dropped off in Paihia for some sightseeing and shopping and catch one of the free shuttles for the 10 minute journey back to the wharf or to return directly to the wharf in Waitangi.

Tour Price
per adult  per child  Tour Duration 5 hours

LT50RCS Bay of Islands with Russell and Waitangi Treaty Grounds
Experience the very best that the Bay of Islands has to offer. Explore Paihia, Russell, Karikeri, Haruru Falls and the Waitangi Treaty Grounds. Enjoy the return ferry crossings from Paihia to Russell and following your exploration of this historic township travel through to Kerikeri with its original Mission House and Stone Store. Return to Waitangi there will be a stop at the Haruru Falls. There will be time for some lunch at Waitangi prior to a fully guided tour of the Treaty Grounds followed by a Maori Cultural Performance.

Itinerary
09.30 am collected from the wharf at Waitangi and transferred into the township of Paihia where you will catch the ferry to Russell.
10.00 Paihia to Russell Ferry
10.30 Arrive Russell and explore on foot New Zealand’s first capital, with its historic buildings, craft shops and restaurants.
11.30 catch the return ferry to Paihia and rejoin your coach for a sightseeing tour of the area which will include the Piahia, the Haruru Falls and Kerikeri with its original mission house and stone store.
1.30 pm Arrive Waitangi Treaty Grounds and free time for lunch at the Treaty Grounds Cafe (at own expense)
2.00 pm A fully guided tour of the treaty grounds by an experienced local guide followed by an entertaining Maori Cultural Performance.
3.45 Transferred to the Waitangi Wharf to return to your cruise ship.
Tour Duration 6.5 hours

Tour Price
per adult  per child
LT51BCS Bay of Islands Sightseeing Tour with Kawiti GlowWorms
A sightseeing tour of the Bay of Islands, often referred to as “the birthplace of New Zealand”, due to historical events which led to shaping the nation. The tour commences at 9.00 from the Waitangi Wharf where the cruise ships tenders bring you to shore. First stop is at the Kawiti Glowworm Caves where an hour long guided tour will allow you to explore this magical glowworm experience. From Kawiti the tour moves onto Kawakawa, also known as “Train Town” as the Bay of Islands Vintage Railway runs down its main street, from there it is then onto Puketi Forest, containing magnificent stands of kauri and a rich ecological diversity. The next stop is Kerikeri, also known for its successful horticulture, niche food products, fabulous chocolates, boutique vineyards, art galleries and crafts; a visit to Makana Chocolates has been arranged where you can watch the making of chocolates, taste a few samples and, of course. You will see the “The Stone Store” New Zealand’s oldest building and the adjacent “Kemp House”.

Heading back to Paihia a stop will be made at the Haruru Falls, a breathtaking waterfall in a horseshoe shape – very rare and quite spectacular. Departing the Haruru Falls the final stop is at the Waitangi Look Out Loop which provides stunning views over Waitangi and the Bay of Islands. The tour will either return you to the tenders in Waitangi or drop you in the township of Paihia should you wish to explore further on foot, before catching one of the shuttles back to the tenders.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child
- Tour Duration 6 hour

LT52CS Bay of Islands – Scenic Helicopter Flight to Hole in Rock
Discover the Bay of Islands by Helicopter, this 20 minute scenic flight providing spectacular coastline views and island scenery including the famous hole in the rock. The helipad is located next to the main wharf in Paihia, as soon as you lift off you will have magnificent aerial views of Paihia township, the township of Russell across the bay with spectacular coastline all the way to the famous hole in the rock. The flight time is 20 minutes and departure times are not fixed, all flights are scheduled according to demand. On cruise ship days demand is heavy and pre-bookings are essential. All flights minimum 2, maximum 5 passengers.

**Tour Price**
- adult & child

LT52ACS Bay of Islands – Coastal Discovery Scenic Flight
Discover the Bay of Islands by Helicopter, this 30 minute scenic flight providing spectacular coastline views and island scenery including the famous hole in the rock. The flight time is 30 minutes and departure times are not fixed, all flights are scheduled according to demand. On cruise ship days demand is heavy and pre-bookings are essential. All flights minimum 2, maximum 5 passengers.

**Tour Price**
- adult & child

LT60CS Napier & Hawkes Bay Highlight Tour
The tour highlights will include various locations around Hawkes Bay, (Napier and Hastings Cities and beyond) you will hear the very unique story of the region from the early settlement to the 1931 earthquake, through to today’s Art Deco City’s. Using reference photographs of the time to see the destruction that caused one of New Zealand’s largest natural disasters, the 1931 Napier Earthquake. You will drive through rural country roads sighting sheep, deer and cattle along with orchards, market gardens and vineyards with some of the most stunning scenery in New Zealand. You will also visit Hastings City as you return to Napier. In Napier you will sight many Art Deco buildings, including the world famous ‘National Tobacco Building’, along with a drive through a very original 1930’s Art Deco housing estate. Enjoy 360 degree views from the highest driveable lookout in the region, Te Mata Peak, views include the snow-capped Mt Ruapehu. To conclude the day you will tour the entire main shopping centre of Napier which contains much more Art Deco architecture and time permitting you will be able to walk the main street which provides some great photo opportunities.

At the completion of this exciting local tour of discovery we will return you back to your shuttle in plenty of time to return to your ship.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child
- Tour Duration 6 hours
LT54CS Auckland City Sights
Spend your morning exploring the attractions that New Zealand's largest city, Auckland, has to offer. The city extends over a narrow isthmus between the Waitemata Harbour on the Pacific Ocean, and the Manukau Harbour on the Tasman Sea. Auckland has spectacular natural features, including 49 dormant volcanoes, all located within 20km of the city centre. It boasts some of the best beaches in the world. Highlights include Auckland University, Harbour Bridge, Wynyard Quarter, Domain Parks & Gardens, Auckland War Memorial Museum, Paratai Drive and Tamaki Waterfront.

Tour Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>per adult</th>
<th>per child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LT54HCS Auckland Explorer Bus Hop On & Hop Off Day Pass
TripAdvisor Award Winning Top 10 New Zealand Experiences - Should you be visiting Auckland by cruise ship there is no better way to see the city. Auckland Explorer Buses leaves from the Viaduct Harbour/Princes Wharf stop in downtown Auckland, only minutes from your cruise ship. The tour price is a one day pass allowing you to hop on and hop off the bus at any of the 17 stops, plus also included with the pass is a complimentary ferry ticket from Auckland across the Waitemata Harbour to Devonport and return. With buses arriving and departing at all stops approximately every 15 - 20 minutes what a great way to explore Auckland on your own.

Tour Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>per adult</th>
<th>per child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Auckland Explorer Bus operates on a continuous circuit on two separate routes, a red route and a blue route. The Auckland Museum is the changeover stop where both routes intersect. The stops for both red and blue routes are:

1. Viaduct Harbour/Princes Wharf
2. Bastion Point lookout
3. Kelly Tarlton’s
4. Parnell Rose Gardens
5. Holy Trinity Cathedral
6 & 10 Auckland Museum
7. Parnell Village
8. Queen Street/Civic Theatre
9. Sky City & Sky Tower
11. Wintergardens
12. Eden Garden
13. Mt Eden/Maungawhau
14. Eden Park (drive past only)
15. Westfield St Lukes
16. Auckland Zoo
17. Museum of Transport
18 Devonport - free return ferry ticket to Devonport included.
Auckland City Highlights and Island Wine Tour

A morning city sightseeing tour of Auckland as described at LT54CS opposite. Following the morning sightseeing tour you will join a Fullers Ferry to cruise the Hauraki Gulf to Waiheke Island. On arriving on Waiheke Island you will be met by your local island guide for a tour visiting three of the islands vineyards, Mudbrick Vineyard, The Goldie Room and Te Whau Vineyard for tastings of some premium New Zealand wines in settings offering magnificent views of the Hauraki Gulf and the Coromandel Peninsula. You will return to Auckland by ferry arriving at 5.30 pm.

**Tour Price**

- per adult
- per child

Tour Duration 8 hours

Auckland Highlights, Harbour Cruise & Sky City

A morning city sightseeing tour of Auckland as described at LT54CS opposite. In addition to the city sightseeing the tour includes a 90-minute cruise with Fullers where you will explore Auckland’s sparkling Waitemata Harbour. Famous landmarks include Rangitoto Island, Devonport, the Harbour Bridge and Westhaven Marina. Tea, coffee, a muffin and a return ferry ticket to Devonport included. Following the cruise you will be transferred to Auckland’s Sky Tower, Auckland’s most prominent landmark and at 328m, the tallest free-standing structure in the Southern Hemisphere. The views from the observation deck are truly astonishing. The visit includes both the admission fees to the tower and an audio visual display detailing the history of Auckland.

**Tour Price**

- per adult
- per child

Tour Duration 7 hours

Auckland - Waiheke Island & Eco Zip Lines

The excursion starts with a 40 minute ferry crossing of Waitemata Harbour with Fullers Ferries. On your arrival at Matiatia Ferry Terminal on Waiheke Island you will be meet by staff from Eco Zip Lines and taken on a 20 minute highlight tour of the Island. This mini tour will provide you with some magnificent views from the Island back over Waitemata Harbour to Auckland City. Arriving at Eco Zip Lines you will have the opportunity to experience three dual zip line rides. You will take to the skies on these unique ziplines. Each over 200m long, dual cables allow you to fly side-by-side a friend in an exceptional shared experience.

Zip Line One soars above a beautiful working vineyard. With the most shallow gradient, and at 220m (700') long, with spectacular views.
Zip Line Two, at 200m (660') long, taking you higher and faster. Provides a magnificent view of the city of Auckland.
Zip Line Three, or Kurinui, is the main event!. With 220m (700') of the steepest gradient of our ziplines, at the conclusion of the zip lining you will enjoy a forest walk before being transported back to the ferry terminal for your ferry to Auckland.

**Tour Price**

- per adult
- per child

Tour Duration 6 hours

Auckland Highlights & Wilderness Experience

A comprehensive Auckland City Highlights tour in the morning before travelling out west to the city’s spectacular rainforest in the Waitakere Ranges. Learn about the native flora and fauna and admire the impressive Maori carvings that stand guard there. Enjoy leisurely bush walks to see huge ancient kauri trees, (some over 800 years old) giant ferns and native birds.
Visit the black iron sands and roaring surf of Auckland’s west coast beaches, enjoy the tranquillity of cascading waterfalls, the largest of these cascading over 39 meters, and the beauty of nature at its best. This is a most enjoyable day of contrasts of this beautiful region.

**Tour Price**

- per adult
- per child

Tour Duration 8 hours
LT57CS  Tauranga Sightseeing
The Tour departs at 10.00am. Meet your guide just outside the port gate, and depart along Pilot Bay offering great views across Tauranga harbour to the city and Matakana Island. Pass the foot of Mount Maunganui, and see evidence of the early Maori settlements around the base of the mountain. Traversing the narrow strip of land reach the famous Mount Ocean beach, site of many major surfing competitions. Continue along the very affluent "Marine Parade" where some of New Zealand’s most expensive homes are located, affording spectacular views out across the Pacific Ocean. Leaving the Mount Maunganui suburb, head across the harbour to the main city of Tauranga and a short drive to Kiwifruit orchards and stop at a local Manuka honey shop where you can enjoy honey tastings, see the bees in action. Next it’s up into the hills to a lookout providing stunning views of Tauranga and the harbour with your cruise ship visible at the base of The Mount. Heading back into the city, visit a very popular local arts and crafts centre. The highlight for many is the final stop at Bobby’s Fresh Fish Market where a Fish and Chip lunch has been included before returning to your ship berthed at port.

Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 3.5 hours

LT58AC5  Explore Rotorua on your Own
This full day tour from Tauranga to Rotorua allows you to explore Rotorua at your leisure with the chance to enjoy the beautiful scenery enroute. On arriving in Rotorua the coach has 5 stops, these cover the best destinations in Rotorua. The coach circulates between these stops 4 times during the day to allow you to hop on and off at your leisure and experience the best destinations Rotorua has to offer. Admission to the Rotorua attractions are an optional extra.

Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 7 hours

LT58WCS  Rotorua with Whakarewarewa & Living Maori Village
A day tour from Tauranga to experience the sights and geothermal wonders of Rotorua. Enjoy a sightseeing tour including the historic Bathhouse, Government Gardens, the Blue Baths and Polynesian Spa. We then travel the short distance to the Whakarewarewa geothermal valley and location of The Living Maori Village. Meet your Maori guide who will take us through this unique destination on a one hour guided tour where for over 200 years the Tuhourangi/Ngati Wahiao tribe have welcomed visitors. Lunch is available (optional extra) Experience an authentic Living Maori Village where people live on a daily basis using the natural resources. See a traditional cultural performance including the fearsome Haka. You will be able to view the geothermal wonders of Whakarewarewa Valley, including the world famous Pohutu geyser, boiling mud-pools, steam vents and bubbling pools. The tour includes Tauranga and Mount Maunganui Sights, as well as a Kiwi Fruit Orchard visit and tour.

Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 7 hours
**LT58CS  Tauranga & Rotorua Day Tour with Te Puia**
A full day tour, from Tauranga, to experience both the sights and geothermal wonders of Rotorua and learn about its history. In Rotorua enjoy a Maori cultural performance in an authentic Marae at Te Puia and see the native Kiwi bird in its nocturnal habitat. Sightseeing through Rotorua including the historic Bathhouse and Government Gardens, the Blue Baths and Polynesian Spa before heading back to the ship by an alternative route. The tour includes Tauranga and Mount Maunganui Sights, as well as a Kiwi Fruit Orchard visit and tour.

Tour Duration 7 hours.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child

**LT59CS  Hobbiton Day Tour from Tauranga**
A day tour from Tauranga to see the famous Lord of the Rings and Hobbit Movie set at Matamata just over the hills from Tauranga. An hours scenic drive brings you to the sheep farm selected by Peter Jackson for his movie masterpieces. A guided tour will bring to life the scenes from these box office hits. You can buy lunch at the Green Dragon pub, used in the movie, before returning to Tauranga; with a short stop at a Honey Centre on the way back.

Tour Duration 6 hours.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child

**LT59ACS Combination Hobbiton & Rotorua Tour with Te Puia**
This tour provides you with the opportunity to experience both Hobbiton and Rotorua. A full day tour from Tauranga travelling first to the famous Lord of the Rings and Hobbit movie set. The Hobbiton Tour is described as in the LT59CS tour above. From Hobbiton you will then travel through to Rotorua. Once in Rotorua and following sightseeing through the city you will visit Te Puia. In the geothermal valley here you will see the mud pools, the Pohutu geyser and the hot pools that make Te Puia unique. Your visit to Te Puia will also include a Maori arts & craft demonstration, an authentic Maori cultural performance in the Marae and the native Kiwi Bird in its nocturnal habitat.

Tour Duration 8.5 hours.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child

**LT58CCS Rotorua with Te Puia & Hells Gate Geothermal Areas**
A shore excursion including sightseeing through Rotorua and admission to 2 of the main geothermal attractions in New Zealand, Te Puia and Hells Gate. Arriving in Rotorua we begin by visiting the highlights of this famous tourist town. See Government Gardens, the Historic Bath House, Rotorua Museum, the Blue Baths, Rachel's Pool and then along the Lake front to drive past the Te Arawa Waka [canoe], then a short stroll along the lake front. It is then onto Te Puia and Hells Gate.

**Te Puia**
See geysers explode high into the air. You will only get those iconic photos at Te Puia where you are up close with many of the geothermal features. Experience an awe-inspiring cultural performance from local Maori. The 45 minute concert includes a powhiri (welcome) onto the Marae, as well as traditional songs and dances, including famous Haka. Spot the elusive kiwi in the nocturnal enclosure. Watch craft people learn their trade in the carving and weaving schools.

**Hells Gate**
Named by George Bernard Shaw as the Gateway to Hell
The Hells Gate features boiling hot pools and erupting waters in excess of 100 degrees Celsius; steaming fumaroles; hot water lakes; sulphur crystals and a large active mud volcano, hot water falls and examples of land coral. Explore the interactive opportunities with a guided tour of the geothermal park and get hands on with the geothermal mud or get your feet dirty in the Hells Gate Mud Foot Pool.

The route back to the ship follows the coastal road, passing Lake Rotorua and Lake Rotoiti, through plantation forests and kiwi fruit orchards with a stop to see how the Kiwi fruit is grown and for which the Bay of Plenty is famous.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child  
Tour Duration 7.5 hours
Wellington is nestled between a magnificent harbour and surrounded by a natural amphitheatre of forest-clad hills. The city shoreline featuring a mix of contemporary and historical architecture has been opened up to restaurants, galleries and apartments. Stunning views of the city can be enjoyed from Mt Victoria. Visit must-see attractions including the famous Beehive and parliament buildings, and Old Saint Paul’s Cathedral - the Southern Hemisphere’s finest example of gothic revival architecture. Return to downtown with a drive around the rugged scenic bays of the harbour. A ride on the iconic cable car is an optional extra, but well worthwhile.

**Tour Price**

- per adult
- per child

**Tour Duration**

- 2.5 hours
**LT62CS Full Day Lord of the Rings Tour & Middle Earth Filming Locations (lunch included)**

This entertaining journey of discovery through the Wellington region reveals the key film locations of The Lord of the Rings. Highlights include visits to the Wellington film locations used for the Shire, the Gardens of Isengard, the River Anduin, Helm’s Deep and Minas Tirith, and where the hobbits raced to the ferry and hid from the Nazgul. Be spellbound at the site of Lothlorien – the majestic Fernside Lodge. In 2000 Fernside's lake was transformed into part of Lothlorien, and then to the Gladden Fields. Fernside's white bridge remains as a reminder of the bridge of Lothlorien. Explore Rivendell and the riverside spot where Aragorn was washed ashore. This site is made exclusively available for this tour. We also visit Miramar, home to the production studios and to many of the stars while they were filming and the new Weta Cave with souvenirs and a virtual tour of Weta Workshop including the ‘behind the scenes’ workshop tour and exclusive DVD that cannot be seen anywhere else in the world.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child
- Duration 8 hours

**LT62BCS Half Day Lord of the Rings City Tour**

This half day tour brings out the best locations in Wellington City and is the best way to see Wellington’s Lord of the Ring locations with a knowledgeable specialist guide. Around the city the tour takes in Courtenay Place and the Embassy Movie theatre where the world premier of some of the movies, including the Hobbit, have been held. Then it is up to Mt Victoria for some magnificent views of the city and harbour. On the drive down a stop will be made at ‘Green Belt’ a forest location where several of the movie scenes were shot. It is then off to ‘Wellywood’ the Wellington film studios and post production facilities, including the Weta Workshop. You will visit the brand new ‘Windows into Workshop’ exhibition. This is a guided tour of the physical prop-making and makeup side of the studio.

Morning and afternoon departures available.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child
- Tour Duration 4 hours

**LT63CS Marlborough Wine Tour**

A relaxing small group tour, of the Marlborough Wine Region. Famous throughout the world for its grassy, aromatic Sauvignon Blancs and full bodied oak barrelled Chardonnays together with a wide range of other wine varieties including award winning reds, sparkling and dessert wines. The tour will proceed at your pace and will visit 4-5 (time permitting) of the best winery locations Marlborough has to offer with wine tastings available at each winery. Many of the wineries you will visit have Gourmet Winery Restaurants, if you so desire there will be time for a bite to eat or nibbles (at your own expense). The tour will also visit the Makana Boutique Chocolate Factory where you can witness the manufacture of these delicious chocolates and sample some of their varieties.

**Tour Price**
- per adult and child
- Tour Duration 5 hours

**LT63ACS Wings of Omaka & Marlborough Wine Tour**

This tour provides you with the unique opportunity to combine the Omaka Aviation Heritage Museum with wine tasting in Marlborough Region. This small group tour departs from Picton with your guide on an informative and very scenic drive through Picton and Blenheim. Your first stop is at the Omaka Aviation Heritage Museum which attracts visitors from around the world to see their impressive collection of early “flying machines” and WW1 and WW2 fighter aircraft. In the afternoon depending on the ship’s departure times visit 2 – 3 wineries with tours of the barrel rooms and tastings. Also you will stop at the Chocolate factory to taste their hand made gourmet chocolates. This is a brilliant way to end this exceptional day.

**Tour Price**
- adult and child
- Tour Duration 5.5 hours
LT75CS  Christchurch Sightseeing Tour with Best Attractions
Experience the grand architecture, beautiful gardens and scenic viewpoints on a half-day city tour of Christchurch. Wander the Monavale Gardens with pretty ponds and water features, drive through the city center once with its historic buildings and architecture now heavily destroyed and badly damaged by the Earthquake hitting the city in February 2011. See for yourself the destruction of the central city and the rebuild that is taking place. You will visit both botanical gardens in the central city and the seaside suburb of Sumner. Travel to the Sign of the Takahe to admire the spectacular views over the Canterbury Plains and Southern Alps.
Tour Price
per adult  per child  
Tour Duration 3 hours

LT79CS  Twin Harbours Tour with Wildlife Cruise & Lunch
This tour option explores the twin harbours of Banks Peninsula, Lyttelton and Akaroa with numerous photo opportunities of some spectacular scenery including Lakes Forsyth and Ellesmere, the Canterbury Plains, the South Islands Southern Alps and Christchurch City from the Sign of the Takahe on the hills above the city of Christchurch. From Lyttelton the tour travels around the inner bays of Lyttelton Harbour, over Gebbies Pass and onto the Akaroa Highway for Akaroa, stopping on route at Birdlings Flat, and at the Hill Top. The stop at the Hill Top affords a magnificent view of the entire Akaroa Harbour and fantastic photo opportunity. On arrival in Akaroa join the Canterbury Cat for a two hour wildlife cruise on the Akaroa Harbour, a full commentary cruise of this spectacular harbor with a host of marine life, including the rear Hector’s Dolphins.
Following the cruise lunch has been arranged for you at Bully Hayes Restaurant.
Mid-afternoon depart Akaroa for Christchurch with a stop at the Barry’s Bay Cheese Factory, with tastings of course. The return journey to Lyttelton is via the Sign of the Takahe, a park-like setting on the hills above Christchurch affording wonderful views of the city of Christchurch and the Canterbury Plains and the Southern Alps. Departing the Sign of the Takahe the tour travels through the Eastern Suburbs of Christchurch City to the Lyttelton Harbour and your awaiting cruise ship.
Tour Price  per adult  per child  
Tour Duration 8 hours
LT18ACS  Waipara Wine Tour with Winery Lunch
This tour explores 4 of North Canterbury’s boutique vineyards, with lunch and wine tastings. From Christchurch we drive 45 minutes north through the New Zealand countryside to the Waipara Valley, well known for its warm, dry climate and rich alluvial soils, ideal for superior wine production. Over 40 vineyards and wineries pepper the landscape, with Pinot Noir, Riesling, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc dominating. First stop Waipara Springs Winery where both a tasting and lunch has been arranged for your enjoyment. You will also stop for tastings at Pegasus Bay, Waipara Hills and Greystone Winery. The tour will collect you from the Port of Lyttelton late morning.
Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 5 hours

LT75WCS  Christchurch Sightseeing and Waipara Wine Tour
This shore excursion is a combination of the Christchurch Sightseeing Tour LT75CS and the Waipara Wine Tour with lunch LT18ACS. Collected from your cruise berthed in Lyttelton and enjoy a morning highlight tour of Christchurch before heading north to the Waipara Wine valley for a winery lunch and wine tastings at four vineyards. Returned to your cruise berthed in Lyttelton, late afternoon.
Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 8 hours

LT06CS  TranzAlpine Train with Jet Boating, Lunch and Farm
A shore excursion including the world famous TranzAlpine Train. Collect in the morning from your cruise ship berthed in the port of Lyttelton travel by road to Springfield at the foothills of the Southern Alps. At Springfield, board the world famous TranzAlpine train, this train journey is rated as one of the top ten train journeys in the world, travel through the Southern Alps to Arthurs Pass viewing spectacular alpine scenery through panoramic windows. In Arthurs Pass we meet the train and then tour by road over the snow-capped Southern Alps in the Arthurs Pass National Park and on to the Otira Gorge making photo stops on route. Visit the old village of Otira before returning to Arthurs Pass for lunch. This afternoon return to Christchurch through the majestic Southern Alps and Arthurs Passes, with river valleys, lakes and towering peaks as a back drop. On route you will stop for an exhilarating jet boat ride through the spectacular gorges of the Waimakariri River, travelling up river to areas inaccessible by road. Following the jet boating, a visit will be made to a high-country farm for afternoon tea, followed by a sheep shearing and sheep dog mustering demonstration. From there you will continue to Christchurch and be returned to your cruise ship in Lyttelton.
Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 9 hours

LT06WTCS  Arthurs Pass Tour with Jet Boating, Lunch and Farm
This option is for those cruise ship passengers where we are unable to include the TranzAlpine Train journey as part of the tour due to either the late arrival or early departure of your cruise ship. The shore excursion is identical to the tour as described above, however, without the TranzAlpine Train inclusion.
Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 7.5 hours

LT77CS  Sheep Farm Tour
Experience rural New Zealand with a sheep farm tour, watch the sheep dogs round up the sheep ready to shear, with morning or afternoon tea in the woolshed. You will learn about the different sheep breeds and their wool and how the wool is packed and graded. You will also enjoy some fine home baking! On returning to Christchurch you will be given a brief tour of the city centre once with its historic buildings and architecture now heavily destroyed and badly damaged by the Earthquake hitting the city in February 2011. Travel to the Sign of the Takahe to admire the spectacular views over the Canterbury Plains and Southern Alps. Morning and afternoon departure available.
Tour Price  per adult  per child  Duration 4 hours
**LT65GCS  Banks Peninsula & Christchurch Sightseeing with the Giants House**

This shore excursion follows the same tour itinerary as LT65CS opposite up until 1.45, at which time the tour will depart Christchurch for Akaroa travelling via the Sign of the Takahe, Lyttelton Harbour and Gebbies Pass.

3.30 pm the excursion will arrive at the Giants House Akaroa for a fully guided tour of the house and gardens with its beautifully landscaped garden and original artwork and sculptures. The residential artist, Josie Martin, has created this fantasy world of sculptured mosaics throughout the property and it's truly an incredible sight to see.

**Tour Price**  
per adult  
per child  
Tour Duration 6 hours

**LT65CS  Banks Peninsula and Christchurch City Sightseeing**

Discover our city of Christchurch, join us on a 3 hour sightseeing tour showing city landmarks, beach suburbs, Port Hills and Lyttleton Harbour.

10.30 Depart Akaroa for Christchurch, travelling via the Akaroa Highway with breathtaking scenery of Akaroa Harbour, Little River, Lakes Forsyth and Ellesmere, the Southern Alps and the Canterbury Plains.

12.00 Arrive Christchurch Botanical Gardens.

12.30 Depart Botanical Gardens for Christchurch City Tour – (Christchurch's old CBD, earthquake damage and Christchurch Rebuild)

1.00 pm Stop in Christchurch's rebuilt downtown; time for shopping and lunch or refreshments, if required.

1.45 pm Depart city center for remainder of city tour which includes, the beach suburb of Sumner, Lyttleton (the port of Christchurch, where cruise ships originally berthed) and the Sign of the Takahe (on the hills above the city affording a wonderful overview of Christchurch).

3.00 pm Depart Christchurch for Akaroa

4.30 pm Akaroa to re-board the ship.

**Duration 6 hours**

**Tour Price**  
per adult  
per child
LT66CS  Akaroa / Christchurch Tour with International Antarctic Centre

Discover Banks Peninsula and the city of Christchurch. The tour departs Akaroa and travels via the Akaroa Highway with breath taking scenery of Akaroa Harbour, Lakes Forsyth and Ellesmere, the Southern Alps and the Canterbury Plains. On arriving in Christchurch and following a stop at the botanical gardens join us on a brief sightseeing tour of the earthquake damaged city centre and the rebuild taking place. The tour then moves on to The International Antarctic Centre. This features a re-creation of the atmosphere of Antarctica with a snow and ice experience, the blue penguin encounter and an exhilarating Hagglund ride. You will be returned to Akaroa in plenty of time prior to your cruise ships departure.

Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 6 hours

LT67CS  Akaroa / Christchurch with Sheep Farm Tour

Discover Banks Peninsula and the city of Christchurch. The tour departs Akaroa and travels via the Akaroa Highway with breath taking scenery of Akaroa Harbour, Lakes Forsyth and Ellesmere, the Southern Alps and the Canterbury Plains. On arriving in Christchurch and following a stop at the botanical gardens join us on a brief sightseeing tour of the earthquake damaged city centre and the rebuild taking place. The tour then moves on to a working Sheep Farm where you will enjoy the experience of watching sheep dogs work, rounding up the flock and penning them for you to touch, examine and photograph. A shearing demonstration has been arranged for you and afternoon tea will be provided. You will be returned to Akaroa in plenty of time prior to your cruise ships departure.

Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 6 hours

LT66ACS  Akaroa / Christchurch Tour with Willowbank Wildlife Reserve

Discover Banks Peninsula and the city of Christchurch. The tour departs Akaroa and travels via the Akaroa Highway with breath taking scenery of Akaroa Harbour, Lakes Forsyth and Ellesmere, the Southern Alps and the Canterbury Plains. On arriving in Christchurch and following a stop at the botanical gardens join us on a brief sightseeing tour of the earthquake damaged city centre and the rebuild taking place. The tour then moves on to Willowbank Wildlife Reserve. The tour includes entry to the Wildlife Reserve and a guided tour of the reserves ‘Natural New Zealand’. This tour illustrates some of the species that make up our totally unique native wildlife, our flora, and our culture. Here you will see some of our most endangered species, including kiwi and learn about the work being done to preserve them. Return to Akaroa in plenty of time prior to your cruise ships departure.

Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 6 hours

LT68CS  Akaroa / Christchurch Tour Including Jet Boating

Discover Banks Peninsula and the city of Christchurch. The tour departs Akaroa and travels via the Akaroa Highway with breath taking scenery of Akaroa Harbour, Lakes Forsyth and Ellesmere, the Southern Alps and the Canterbury Plains. On arriving in Christchurch and following a stop at the botanical gardens join us on a brief sightseeing tour of the earthquake damaged city center and the rebuild taking place. Then experience a Jet boat ride, “The Braided Blast”, on the snow-fed Waimakariri River in the shallow river flats. A 30 Minute Jet boat ride, your driver will speed and spin in waters that are sometimes are only centimetres deep. Experience the thrills of jet boating through shallow, shifting, ever changing courses of shingle bottom streams. You will return to Akaroa in plenty of time prior to your cruise ships departure.

Tour Price  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 6 hours
**LT01CS  Akaroa Harbour Cruise**

The cruise is around an extinct volcanic crater and you will experience majestic scenery and stunning wildlife on board. Your Akaroa Harbour cruise is packed with highlights including the rare NZ native dolphin - the Hector’s Dolphin, as well as penguins and other sea birds. And you’ll see giant volcanic sea cliffs and hear about Akaroa’s fascinating past. The Cruises depart every day, at 11.00am or 1.30pm, from the Wharf, adjacent to where your cruise ship tender will berth and depart from. The cruise duration is 2 hours.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child

**LT09CS  Akaroa Harbour Dolphin Swimming**

A shore excursion with the unique opportunity to swim with the world’s smallest, rarest and endangered dolphins — Hector’s dolphins, these dolphins are only found in the waters surrounding the southern half of the South Island of New Zealand. Akaroa’s beautiful sheltered harbor is the only place where you can actually swim with the rare Hector’s dolphins. With a maximum of 12 swimming participants, this tour provides a fun-filled small-group experience. The swim boat departs every day at 11.30 am or 1.30 pm from the wharf, adjacent to where your cruise ship tender will berth. Prior to your departure you will be equipped with wetsuit, mask, snorkel and flippers. Tour Duration is 3 hours – Two hours on the water, plus half an hour pre and post swim.

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child

**LT55LCS Local Tour - Akaroa & Banks Peninsula with Giants House**

Whilst your cruise ship is berthed in Akaroa, this local three hour tour allows you to discover the beauty and history of Akaroa Harbour, the Akaroa Township and a portion of Banks Peninsula.

On departing Akaroa Wharf, the tour will initially take you through the township of Akaroa before travelling by road through the inner bays of the harbour. A stop will be made at the Cheese Factory in Barry’ Bay, where local cheese can be sampled, before climbing the road to the Hilltop, where a stop will be made before carrying on to Summit Road. In both locations, you will have some truly magnificent views of the entire Akaroa Harbour. On returning into Akaroa, your coach will stop at the Giant’s House, with its beautiful gardens and sculptures, where a guided tour has been arranged for your enjoyment, before finally concluding back at the Akaroa Wharf.

**Tour Duration 3 hours**

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child

**LT67LCS Local Tour - Akaroa & Banks Peninsula with Sheep Farm**

A shore excursion combining a local Akaroa Harbour Tour with some magnificent viewing and photo opportunities from both the crater rim and the hilltop, together with a unique opportunity to visit Barry’s bay Cheese Factory and a working sheep farm located within the Inner Akaroa Harbour Bay of Takamatua.

Coombe Farm has been in the ownership of a singular family for several generations and runs several thousand sheep over an extensive hill block. At the farm you will witness the sheep dog round up the sheep and bring them into the sheep pens where you can touch and photograph. The farmer will explain about the sheep breeds, the wool and meat before shearing a sheep in the wool shed. The afternoon visit will end with afternoon tea provided by the farmer’s wife in their homestead.

**Tour Duration 3 hours**

**Tour Price**
- per adult
- per child
**Dunedin**

**LT74NACS  Dunedin and Otago Peninsula with Royal Albatross Centre and Yellow-Eyed Penguins**

A shore excursion experiencing the very best Dunedin and the Otago Peninsula has to offer with a shore excursion offering sightseeing of both Dunedin City and the Otago Peninsula, with a unique and not to be missed chance to visit the world’s only mainland breeding colony of the magnificent Royal Albatross. The visit to the Royal Albatross Centre includes a 60 minute guided tour together with time for lunch in the centres cafe (optional extra). Upon early afternoon, the tour moves onto Nature Wonders where Yellow-eyed Penguins can be viewed at close quarters, together with seals, Little Blue Penguins and cormorants.

**Tour Highlights**

- Sightseeing through Dunedin City and Otago Peninsula taking in the highlights of the city with an entertaining and informative commentary, including the world’s steepest street.
- A fully guided tour of the Royal Albatross Center including the center’s Albatross breeding colony.
- Nature Wonders for a fully guided tour to one of the remotest parts of the Otago Peninsula to view a Yellow-eyed Penguin breeding colony along Fur Seals and their pups, little blue penguins, colony of cormorants and 360 degree views of the Otago Peninsula.

**Tour Price**  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 7 hours

---

**LT74WACS  Dunedin and Otago Peninsula with Wildlife Cruise & Royal Albatross Center**

Experience the very best Dunedin and the Otago Peninsula has to offer with a shore excursion offering sightseeing of both Dunedin City and the Otago Peninsula, with a wildlife cruise around the heads of Otago Harbour where you will see the albatross and a host of other marine animals and bird life. Following your wildlife cruise, your tour moves onto the Royal Albatross Centre with time for lunch in the centres cafe (optional extra) prior to a guided tour of the Royal Albatross breeding sites. A unique, not to be missed chance to visit the world’s only mainland breeding colony of the magnificent Royal Albatross.

**Tour Highlights**

- Sightseeing through Dunedin City and Otago Peninsula taking in the highlights of the city with an entertaining and informative commentary, including the world’s steepest street.
- Wildlife Cruise around the heads of Otago harbour where you will see seals, Albatross and a host of marine life.
- A fully guided tour of the Royal Albatross Center including the center’s Albatross breeding colony.

**Tour Price**  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 7 hours

---

**LT74WNCS  Dunedin and Otago Peninsula with Wildlife Cruise & Yellow Eyed Penguins**

Another opportunity to experience the very best Dunedin and the Otago Peninsula has to offer with a shore excursion offering sightseeing of both Dunedin City and the Otago Peninsula, with a unique and not to be missed chance to visit the world’s only mainland breeding colony of the magnificent Royal Albatross. The visit to the Royal Albatross Centre includes a 60 minute guided tour together with time for lunch in the centres cafe (optional extra). Upon early afternoon, the tour moves onto Nature Wonders where Yellow-eyed Penguins can be viewed at close quarters, together with seals, Little Blue Penguins and cormorants.

**Tour Highlights**

- Sightseeing through Dunedin City and Otago Peninsula taking in the highlights of the city with an entertaining and informative commentary, including the world’s steepest street.
- Wildlife Cruise around the heads of Otago harbour where you will see seals, Albatross and a host of marine life.
- Nature Wonders for a fully guided tour to one of the remotest parts of the Otago Peninsula to view a Yellow-eyed Penguin breeding colony along Fur Seals and their pups, little blue penguins, colony of cormorants and 360 degree views of the Otago Peninsula.

**Tour Price**  per adult  per child  Tour Duration 7 hours
Dunedin Sightseeing, Larnach Castle, Chinese Gardens & Early Settlers Museum

A unique opportunity to experience the very best Dunedin and the Otago Peninsula has to offer. The day includes sightseeing through Dunedin City taking in the highlights of the city with an entertaining and informative commentary. See Otago University, Botanical Gardens, historic buildings, neo-gothic church architecture and Cathedrals, stately homes, the world’s steepest street with lots of photo opportunities.

Travel out onto the Otago Peninsula to Larnach Castle and journey back in time with a guided tour of New Zealand’s only castle, built in 1871, and its grounds.

On returning to Dunedin you will visit the Chinese Gardens created as a fitting, permanent recognition of the Chinese people who came to Otago during the 1880’s gold rush and the Early Settlers Museum, with 100,000 exhibits. Tour Duration 7 hours

Tour Price per adult per child

---

LT71CS Taieri Gorge Railway & Dunedin Sightseeing

TripAdvisor Award Winning Top 10 New Zealand Experiences

Collected from Port Chalmers and transferred to Dunedin’s Railway Station, you will travel by train through the spectacular Taieri Gorge to Pukerangi, across wrought iron viaducts and through tunnels carved by hand more than 100 years ago. This is one of the great train journeys of a by-gone era. Throughout this round trip journey there will be numerous stops to afford you some magnificent photo opportunities. The return train journey is four hours in duration, arriving back in Dunedin at around 2.00 pm. Mid-afternoon you will re-board your coach for an entertaining and informative tour of Central Dunedin which will include Otago University, Botanical Gardens, Historic Buildings, neo-gothic church architecture and Cathedrals, stately homes and the world’s steepest street. The city tour duration is approximately 90 minutes depending on the return time of the Taieri Gorge train to Dunedin Railway Station.

Tour Price per adult per child Tour Duration 7.5 hours

---

LT70GCS Dunedin – Sights, Glenfalloch Gardens, Chinese Gardens & Otago Early Settlers Museum

For both garden enthusiasts and those who appreciate a fantastic opportunity to experience the very best of Dunedin and the Otago Peninsula with a shore excursion combining a Dunedin City sightseeing tour with entertaining and informative commentary together with a guided tour of Glenfalloch Gardens on the Otago Peninsula with morning tea included. On returning to central Dunedin, the tour will stop at Dunedin’s Chinese Garden: an authentic Chinese Garden crafted by a team of artisans and craftsmen from Dunedin’s sister city of Shanghai. Adjacent to the Chinese Gardens is the Otago Early Settlers Museum where there will be time to explore this amazing attraction which hosts over 100,000 exhibits that emphasise the early settlement of Otago.

Tour Price per adult per child Tour Duration 7 hours
LT84ACS Milford Sound Nature Cruise
As you cruise the length of the fiord, learn about the history of the region and benefit from the knowledge of your specialist nature guide. Experience the spray of a waterfall as you cruise close to sheer rock faces or watch out for dolphins, seals and in season, the rare Fiordland crested penguins.

The Nature Cruises have a flexible, extended itinerary which gives you plenty of time to enjoy the scenery and take in the highlights. Our experienced skippers will tailor the cruise route on the day depending on the weather and wildlife sightings to ensure you get to see the best that Milford Sounds has to offer. Informative, participative and more relaxed, a Nature Cruise is the perfect way to experience Milford Sound to the fullest.

Tour Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>per adult</th>
<th>per child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LT83CS Milford/Queenstown/Dunedin Overnight Tour
Discover the majestic scenery of Fiordland and Central Otago on this overnight shore excursion where you will depart your cruise ship in Milford Sounds and join it again the following day in Dunedin. The tour includes coach travel from Milford Sounds to Queenstown via Te Anau, four star hotel accommodation in Queenstown, coach travel from Queenstown through Central Otago to Pukerangi where you will join the famous Taieri Gorge Railway for the completion of your journey to Dunedin. This tour also includes a 2 hour scenic cruise on Milford Sounds before you depart Milford together with a one hour city highlights tour of Dunedin prior to rejoining to your cruise ship in Port Chalmers.

Tour Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>per adult</th>
<th>per child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This tour can be done in reverse from Dunedin to Milford
TLT310CS Port Arthur Historic Site
A Shore Excursion from Hobart to visit the Tasman Peninsular with its stunning scenery and explore the Port Arthur Historic Site. The tour will focus on the fascinating convict history at the World Heritage Port Arthur Historic Site and the stunning scenery of the Tasman Peninsular. Depart Hobart for the ninety minute drive to Port Arthur. On route enjoy a short stop to admire the surrounding views at Pirates Bay lookout. Here you get a glimpse of the surrounding landscape, home to the highest sea cliffs in Australia, factors that were integral to the selection of the area as a convict settlement. From here we head to the Port Arthur Historic Site. Port Arthur has over 30 buildings, ruins and restored period homes set in 40 hectares of landscaped grounds. We have around 4 hours available to fully experience all that Port Arthur has to offer. Walk amongst the main penitentiary, see the solitary confinement cells, discover the rich history and beautiful surrounds of this evocative World Heritage open air museum. Deemed an inescapable prison your visit here will unveil the grim and violent history of the early Australian Penal system. This fascinating day will give you great insight into what it was like to be sent to Van Diemen's Land as a convict. Your entry to Port Arthur includes a fascinating walking tour with one of Port Arthur expert guides. Your entry also includes a complimentary Harbour Cruise around the Isle of the Dead.

Tour Price per adult per child Tour Duration 8 hours

TLT311CS Port Arthur Historic Site & Tassie Devil Experience
The tour as described above, and including the Tasmanian Devil Unzoo. Here encounter the snarling action of a Tasmanian Devil feeding and time to wander and hand feed the Wallabies. A great experience getting up close and personal with the native wildlife.

Tour Price per adult per child Tour Duration 8 hours

TLT316GCS Hobart, Mt Wellington, Richmond and Bonorong
Departing the wharf you will drive to the summit of Mt Wellington. Visit the 1,270-metre (4,167ft) peak of Mt Wellington with spectacular and breathtaking views of greater Hobart and the Tasman Bridge. From Mt Wellington you will travel by road through Hobart City then the tour follows the scenic Coal River to the heritage town of Richmond to discover the secrets of Tasmania’s convict history. In Richmond you will gain more insight into the early convict days that preceded Port Arthur, with a stroll through the oldest goal in Tasmania. You will also see the oldest convict constructed sandstone bridge still in use in Australia and St. John’s Catholic Church, the oldest Catholic Church in Australia. From Richmond travel to the iconic Bonorong Wildlife Sanctuary. Here get up front and personal with Tasmanian wildlife, including the Tassie Devil, Forest Kangaroos, Wallabies, Wombats, Koalas and many more.

Tour Price per adult per child Tour Duration 6 hours
**TLT302CS  Shore Excursion to Cradle Mountain, Sheffield and Railton**  
Meet your guide at the Maker’s Workshop for this small group tour travelling by road to the Tasmanian Wilderness Region, Cradle Mountain and Lake St. Clair National Park. You will visit Dove Lake, a typical example of a glacial lake and from here you will be able to view and experience the majestic Cradle Mountain and catch glimpses of the native wildlife, which are abundant in this area. Visit the Waldheim Chalet, the forest home of Austria-born Gustav Weindorfer, who pioneered the Cradle Mountain region in the early 1900s. Here you can learn about the history of the region and see the cute little creatures of Australia, including wombats, potoroos and wallabies and many bird species. Then head for Sheffield and Railton stopping off on route at the viewing outlook to take in the magnificence of the 110m high Cethana Dam. In Sheffield you can view over 60 murals painted on the walls throughout the town that depict the area’s rich history and natural scenery. Then, time permitting, on to Railton to discover the magic of topiary in the “Town of Topiary”. There are many topiaries underway in various stages of growth. In many instances frames are in place to give a guide on how the topiary will appear once the plants are fully grown.  
**Tour Price** adult and child  
**Tour Duration** 7 hours

**TLT301CS  Shore Excursion to Stanley and The Nut**  
Meet your guide at the Maker’s Workshop for this small group tour travelling west along the Northern Coastline of Tasmania to Stanley. Stanley is a town of perfectly preserved colonial buildings, genteel cafes and quality B&B cottages, all sheltering in the imposing shadow of the Nut, an immense flat topped, volcanic plug rising 150 metres (about 500 feet) straight up from the water’s edge. A walking track climbs to the summit of the Nut, or you can take the chairlift (optional extra), with its spectacular views across Bass Strait beaches and over the town. Having spent time exploring the Nut, you can wander around the historic village of Stanley, where you will see the many historic buildings, culminating in a light lunch at one of the many eating establishments in the town. (Optional extra). In the afternoon visit Highfield House, an historic site, which offers an historically accurate vision of a gentleman’s home and farm in the 1830s. It sits on a hillside overlooking the lands the manager would have once controlled, with view across to Stanley, the Nut and the Bass Strait beyond. The house has been restored and its elegant Regency design, convict barracks, barns, stables and a chapel are surrounded by a large ornamental garden. Admission to Highfield House is included in the tour price.  
**Tour Price** adult and child  
**Tour Duration** 7 hours

**TLT320CS  Tasman Peninsula Food and Scenic Shore Excursion including Tasmanian Devils**  
This is a Small Group tour (maximum 7 passengers) specifically designed to meet your cruise ships schedule whilst your cruise ship is berthed at Port Arthur. For those passengers who have visited Port Arthur previously or who would like to spend part of the day exploring the Tasman Peninsula, enjoying some of its delicacies and to see the Tasmanian Devil then this is an ideal tour option for you. Travel from Port Arthur by road to Pirates Bay lookout. The lookout provides a vantage point from where you can see & understand the surrounding landscape. You will see why the area presented as an excellent site for a convict settlement. Then it’s on to the Devils Kitchen (a spectacular coastal cliff formation) and a short 5-minute walk to the Tasman’s Arch for more breathtaking views. Stop at Fossil Bay and the Tasman Blowhole. Then it is off to tantalize your taste buds with a tasting session at Federation Chocolate before seeing the Tasmanian Devils at Tasmanian Devil Unzoo. Here we encounter the snarling action of a Tasmanian Devil feeding. You will have time to wander and hand feed the Wallabies. As an alternative to the Unzoo for those wanting to experience more of the areas culinary delights a visit to both the McHenry Distillery and the Bangor Wine and Oyster Shed can be organised. The final stop of the day is at the Port Arthur Lavender Farm where you can immerse yourself in one of nature’s finest fragrances. Nestled within seven hectares (18 acres) of lavender, rainforest and lakes and overlooking the ocean at Long Bay, Here there will be time for lunch, at own expense. The tour then returns you to Port Arthur Historic Site, where the tour concludes. Depending on your tender times there should be time to explore the Historic Site on your own either prior or after your tour.  
**Tour Price** adult and child  
**Tour Duration** 4.5 hours
LT82CS Timaru - South Canterbury & Tekapo Tour

A relaxing small group tour, maximum 11 passengers, of the central high country of the South Island of New Zealand. Discover the majestic scenery of South Canterbury and New Zealand's High Country, the turquoise coloured waters of Lake Tekapo and the magnificent Southern Alps with Aoraki Mount Cook, Australasia's highest mountain as the focal point. This tour will visit the Mount John Observatory 300 metres above Lake Tekapo, the Church of the Good Shepherd on the shores of Lake Tekapo and travel for part of this tour on hardly used back roads which were the main routes used by the original European settlers to this region in the mid 1800's.

Tour Price

adult and child Tour Duration 7.5 hours

OTHER New Zealand PORTS
GISBOURNE, KAIKOURA & LYTTELTON/CHRISTCHURCH
Australia :- NEWCASTLE SYDNEY & MELBOURNE

Terms & Conditions
Credit Cards: We welcome most credit cards - Visa, Bankcard, Mastercard, Diners Card, American Express, and JCB card. Most foreign currencies may also be used as payment. Brochured prices are in NZ Dollars.

Children: Children's rates apply to those aged between 3-14 years inclusive. Children 2 years and under are free of charge if not occupying a seat. Children rates apply where stated.

Cancellation Fees: Leisure Tours Ltd reserves the right to charge a cancellation fee and/or recover all disbursement incurred on all tours where less than 7 days' notice of cancellation is given. Cancellation fee is 50% of the tour cost up to 24 hours prior to tour departing, or 100% in all other circumstances.

Transport and Equipment: Modern luxury coaches and mini buses are used on all tours. All equipment provided is modern and of the highest quality.

Disclaimer: Leisure Tours Ltd accepts no responsibility for any loss or damage as a result of any Act of God, changes in weather or services, or otherwise. While care is taken in the selection of services Leisure Tours Ltd makes no representation as to any services provided or places visited. Leisure Tours will not be responsible if any services are not available due to inclement weather conditions. Pictures which appear in this brochure are provided as a guide only. Services may be altered or cancelled due to any unforeseen circumstances.

Insurance: Travel insurance is recommended for all travellers. Leisure Tours will not be responsible for medical expenses or travel-related losses.

Worry Free Guarantee: All tours are designed to meet the cruise ship's port arrival and departure times. If for any reason you are not returned prior to departure we guarantee to get you to the ships next port of call.

For More Information or Bookings Visit
www.cruiseexcursions.co.nz or
FREE PHONE 0800 484485 or
Email info@cruiseexcursions.co.nz